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Modified carrots are good for bones

Provided by Normangee Tractor

By MATTHEW WATKINS
Eagle Staff Writer
Carrots may not just be good for your eyes anymore.
Texas A&M researchers say they now have carrots that are also good for your bones.
Scientists at the Vegetable and Fruit Improvement Center at A&M, in conjunction with the Baylor College of Medicine, said they
have developed a genetically modified carrot that packs more calcium per bite than the regular variety.
The researchers said they are working toward similar results with other fruits and vegetables, but so far they have only
succeeded with carrots. The findings were published Monday in the online edition of Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
"It is a type of technology that can be applied to numerous fruits and vegetables that are normally pretty low in calcium," study
co-author Jay Morris said in an interview with The Eagle. "This is a way to take something that is low and ... have it be more
nutritious."
Morris said the modified carrots have about 60 mg of calcium, about twice as much as a regular carrot. However, humans only
absorb about 41 percent of that calcium, compared to about 50 percent of the calcium in the regular carrots.
That still equates to an increase in calcium absorption, Morris pointed out.
The amount of absorption is a somewhat minor point at the moment, researchers said, because the daily requirement for
calcium is 1000 mg -- well above the amount any enriched carrot could provide.
"A person could not eat enough to get the daily requirement [regardless of the absorption rate]," said Morris, who recently
completed his doctorate degree at A&M's College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.
But if the technology the group developed at A&M is available in a wide range of fruits and vegetables, Morris said, it could be
useful in fighting diseases such as osteoporosis.
Though the technology has been tested for consumption by people, and results have been published, Morris said a timeframe
for when the food could be sold in stores is unclear.
The carrots used in the trial were made in a greenhouse under controlled conditions. The food's safety was limited to testing
with 30 people, and larger studies would be necessary, according to A&M.
Still, Morris said, the relative simplicity of the process suggests that the development is important and could be duplicated with
other plants in the future.
• Matthew Watkins' e-mail address is matthew.watkins@ theeagle.com.
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ASSISTANT TRUCK DRIVER: Apply in person at 2506 Cavitt,
Bryan, Texas ... More Details
DUMP TRUCK DRIVER: Exper a must, w/CDL. Good driving
record.. Must pass dru ... More Details
DRIVER: Needed. Class A CDL required. Must be 25 yrs old
with at least 3 y ... More Details
HAZMAT DRIVERS**Home Daily**Must be 25, have TX CDLw/
X Endorsement &2 ... More Details
DRIVERS: needed with Class A CDL, Tankers and Hazmat,
Huntsville, Tx EOE (9 ... More Details
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DRIVERS: Class A-CDL Drivers & swampers needed. Great
pay, insurance, v ... More Details
BOBTAIL DRIVER: Local routes. Must have CDL & good driving
record, be ... More Details
DRIVER: Service Truck Fuel Driver needed, CDL w/ hazmat
required. Apply 170 ... More Details
WAITSTAFF/COOKS: KETTLE Now accepting applications, full
or part time. ... More Details
GENERAL:NOW HIRING Energetic, Outgoing •Asst
Managers •Shift Le ... More Details
GENERAL: Now hiring, full or parttime, Friendly people with
smiling faces f ... More Details
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www.hudhomeprograms.c

10 Rules for
Stomach Fat
Drop 9 lbs of
Stomach Fat every
11 Days by Sticking
with the 10 Rules.
FatLoss4Idiots.com/DropS

College Station
New Hotel
College Station
Newest Hotel near
Texas A&M,
George Bush
Presidential
www.choicehotels.com

Textbook
Solutions
Instant quotes for
your textbooks!
Convenient location
near Texas A&M
www.textbooksolutions.co
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